
Take a stand

The first vocal processor and 
looper at your fingertips

Combining best-selling vocal effects, VLOOP™ 
performance vocal looping and a uniquely 
addictive ‘touch’ interface, VoiceLive Touch is 
truly the first instrument for your voice.

> Instant touch interface
> Vocal harmony & effects
> VLOOP – performance vocal looping of 
 vocals and guitar input including effects
> Easy mic-stand or desktop integration



Includes effects made famous by 
VoiceLive 2 including HardTune and more

Voicing buttons offer instant 
harmony arranging

Talk button bypasses all effects so 
you talk with the audience

VLOOP performance vocal looper 
with undo, multiply and more

Bright, easy to read, scrolling display

25 Favorites allow you to store and 
recall your customized effects quickly

The Slider opens up a world of 
hundreds of presets and easy editing

Convenient access to mix 
levels and adaptive Tone settings

8 voices of NaturalPlay harmonies  
controlled by guitar, MIDI, or USB/Aux input

www.tc-helicon.com     

Aux input for your mp3 player

MIDI in can control harmony

audio I/O and control

3 button footswitch input for extra control

Studio quality mic input

Headphone output with level

Guitar in and thru

Product specifications subject to change without notice
Product shown with optional accessories. 
See website for what’s included with purchase.

A revolution in performance for every singer
VoiceLive Touch is the perfect companion for any vocalist whether you 
sing live or record in the studio. It can easily be mounted on a mic stand 
or put next to your computer or keyboard. It’s there when you need it for 
any situation.

Unique and easy touch interface
Navigate around the features and presets with an ease that becomes 
addictive. One touch and you’re hooked! Swipe the slider to browse pre-
sets, press and hold buttons to edit or store to a “favourite” location. 
Double clicking the slider always gets you home. Voicing buttons offer 
instant harmony arranging

▸ Talk button bypasses all effects so you talk with the audience
▸ 25 Favorites allow you to store and recall your customized effects 

quickly
▸ The Slider opens up a world of hundreds of presets and easy editing
▸ Convenient access to mix levels and adaptive Tone settings

VLOOP – performance vocal looping
VoiceLive Touch is the easiest looper for voice or guitar and offers  
instant access to many performance looping modes.
▸ Loops effects, vocal, and guitar inputs  
▸ Up to 30 seconds of stereo looping
▸ Create up to 25 separate loops  
▸ Includes common loop features such as overdub, undo and multiply

Every effect you’ll need – sound like your favorite songs
VoiceLive Touch is bursting with a list of vocal effects that made Voice-
Live 2 our best selling effects unit ever. Get the best effects and sound 
like your favorite songs.
▸ Includes effects made famous by VoiceLive 2 including HardTune, 

µMod, tap delay, reverb, harmony, doubling, and transducer
▸ Global Tone feature tailors adaptive EQ, compression and de-ess to 

your voice
▸ 8 voices of NaturalPlay harmonies controlled by guitar, MIDI, or USB/

Aux input
▸ Auto sensing of harmony control instrument

The first vocal processor and looper at your fingertips
Combining best-selling vocal effects, VLOOP™ performance vocal looping and a uniquely addictive ‘touch’ interface, VoiceLive Touch is truly the first 
instrument for your voice.

▸ Instant touch interface
▸ Vocal harmony & effects

▸ VLOOP – performance vocal looping of vocals and guitar input including effects
▸ Easy mic-stand or desktop integration
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